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COURT OF APPEALS, 1960 TERM
THE COURT OF APPEALS, 1960 TERM
TABLE A
Dispositions Unanimous With Dissent Total
With Full Opinion 68 70 138
By Memorandum* 488 80 568
Total 556 150 706
* Included herein are per curiam memoranda and motions disposed of by memoranda.
TABLE B*
Opinions Written by Individual Judges
Total
Opinions Concurring Dissenting Opinions
of Court Opinions Opinions Written
Burke 19 2 7 28
Desmond 24 3 17 44
Dye 12 1 4 17
Foster 11 0 1 12
Froessel 21 11 10 42
Fuld 32 3 6 41
Van Voorhis 10 3 9 22
Per Curiam 9 - - 9
Total 138 23 54 215
* This table concerns only full opinions of the court.
TABLE C
Dissents by Individual Judges
By* By**
By* Voting BY* By** Voting By**
Dissent- With Voting Dissent- With Voting
ing Another's Where no ing Another's Where no Total
Opinion Opinion Opinion Opinion Opinion Opinion Dissents
Burke 7 8 4 1 4 10 34
Desmond 17 4 4 2 0 14 41
Dye 4 8 4 1 0 7 24
Foster 1 6 2 1 0 3 13
Froessel 10 4 4 2 3 12 35
Fuld 6 9 6 1 2 12 36
Van Voorhis 9 7 11 4 6 10 47
Total 54 46 35 12 15 68 230
* In disposition with full opinion.





Burke Desmond Dye Foster Froessel Fuld Van Voorhis
Burke 19 8 6 19 24 8
Desmond 13 1** 10 7 14 26 6
Dye 18 22 1 8 19 22 7
Foster 17 19 9 19 30 9
Froessel 19 15 9 9 4 20 9
O Fuld 15 16 8 9 16 4 7
Van Voorhis 13 13 10 11 17 23 1
WRIT G DisSENTING OPiluoN
Burke Desmond Dye Foster Froessel Fuld Van Voorhis
Burke 1 6 1 4 1 2
o Desmond 3 6 2 2 2
Dye 5 3 3 1 2
R Foster 1 1 1 3 3
Froessel 2 3 3
o Fuld 3 3 1 5 3
O Van Voorhis 3 1 8 4 5
* Includes all opinions other than dissents.
** Indicates lone concurring opinion.
